BRINGING
TRANSPARENCY
TO THE MARKET
How businesses can support
customers using technology
in emerging markets
Presented by: Elizabeth Costabir

Trust and transparency are
real daily challenges.
Our markets are ripe for disruption
with a digital rise, lacking legacy
infrastructure, and entrepreneurial
spirit.
We support this by
creating leading digital
marketplaces,
and connecting Kenyans
to homes, jobs, and general goods.
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<300 employees driving change on the African continent!
8 companies
🏆🏆 Market leadership

29m users served
in 2021

8.9m leads connected
in 2021

6.6m listings
in 2021
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COVID in Africa: Returning to business as
usual
COVID-19 context
Size: 1.2bn population, 500m in ROAM’s
markets1.
Africa COVID-19 cases: 8.3m cases and 170k
deaths (28 April 2022), ~13% of USA’s cases2.
Vaccinations: 15% of adult population, 435m
doses
administered
(March
2022)3.
Economic impact: +3.6% GDP growth in
2022, down from +4% due to Coronavirus
waves and Ukrainian conflict4.

Despite low vaccination rates
causing some economic risk,
business returns to normal except
a few changes…

John Hopkins University, global
vaccination penetration as of 28 April
2022

1. Statista, 2021. 2. WHO, 2022 3. WHO, 2022. 4. WorldBank, 2021. 4. Economist, 2021, 5. GSMA, 2021
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Evolving impact of COVID-19 in our market
Customers’ changing
acquisition networks
Pre-COVID: Diversified
channels ATL, BTL, and online.
COVID-19 impact: Users moved
online and our customers are
following. Online was the focus
given movement restrictions.
Ongoing COVID-19 impact:
Reintroduction of ATL and BTL
but online maintains a higher
wallet distribution as user
behaviour has changed.

Impact of COVID: Kenya
April 2020 vs 2021
Nature of lockdowns have
changed due to pressure on
livelihoods.
2020: Complete shutdown,
curfew, restaurants, offices, and
shops closed, no nationwide
travel, and limitations on public
gatherings.
→ Huge impact on our
customers’ business
2021: Regional shutdown, no
travel outside affected counties,
restaurants, offices and shops
open, curfew, and limitations on
public gatherings.
→ Smaller impact on our
customer’s business

Our response
From day 1 of impact, we
continue to support our
customers, before, during, and
after COVID.
Our Company offered COVID-19
relief discounts and support
from Q2-Q4 2020.
We know how customers rely
on us as part of their value chain
and rely on digital, like us, now
more than ever.
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Our post-lockdown customer observations

01
Value-driven conversations: What
value do I get for my investment
into your platform?
COVID-19 has changed wallet sizes and
subsequent behaviour centering on
value per dollar (ROI) is even more
paramount. Online matters more than
before, as long as we deliver the value
they expect.
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02
Additional value-added services:
What else can you do for my
business?
Desire for transparent and a deeper
business partnership than ever before
in driving platform performance data,
industry insights, and additional
marketing services.

The rise of empathy: Do you feel my business’
pain?
Lowering professional boundaries from B2B to I2I
(individual 2 individual) where mutual vulnerability in
WFH enables customers to ask for help in co-creating their
business’ success. We’ve lived this with our internal policy
of partnering with customers before, during, and after
COVID-19.
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How can we
leveraging digital
technologies to fill
the created void
and compliment
evolving customer
needs
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A case: BuyRentKenya
Kenya’s largest property portal
Launched in 2012

Client profile:

Estate
Agents

Developers

Private
sellers

Home service

Our market:
Property seekers looking online for homes with a
50% user CAGR increase from Jan 2018 - 2021. Estate
agents and developers are increasingly following a
digitised audience.

35%

projected increase in urbanisation from
2010-2030 in Kenya
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BRK delivering customer growth and value
Customer growth

COVID
COVID
lockdown
lockdown

Festive
period

Value delivery

Festive
period
Festive
period

2x
value

Despite COVID-19 and general external economic challenges, BRK continues to grow
revenue, customer volume, and customer value.
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How?

Emphatic commitment
to partnering with
customers.
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Dual
approach

Customer-facing
Industry leadership to grow your sector:
Partnerships and strong marketing with efficient brand growth in earned media.
Agile tech evolution:
Co-create value delivery with customers to create what they need, not what you
want.
Champion customer relationships and their business’ success:
Drive ROI understanding by sharing platform data performance. Brainstorm business
problems together using empathy.

Internal focus on customers
Tailor customer segment strategies:
Per segment need, tailor strategies, team structure, marketing, and execution.
Structure and processes:
Centre team goals, internal processes, and training on customer success.
Customer engagement, have needs changed?
Survey, NPS, and 1-on-1 feedback on changing customer needs, wallet size, and
acquisition channel distribution.
Data analysis, listen to the data:
Review 18-24 months of data trends: ARPU, customer volume, retention, and service
11
utilisation.

Example applied: BRK’s Agent CRM
What is an agent CRM?
Content management system on the
back-end of our site to manage listings,
leads, and allows posting to multiple
channels (our site, Pigiame, our social
media, Google and third party sites).

Why an agent CRM matters
Agent CRM is the method of receiving
leads. It is our vehicle for delivering
customer value.
More CRM adoption = inclined to list more
inventory.
Content drives the flywheel:
3. MORE
PROPERTY
SOLD

1. MORE
INVENTORY

2. MORE
SEEKERS
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Example applied: BRK’s Agent CRM
A structured approach to co-creating an agent CRM:
01

Customer feedback on usefulness of system (NPS) and comments.

02

Reviewed data on CRM page usage: 97% of page views from 5 out of 24 pages on the
agent CRM → functionality is only valuable if understood and used by customers.
Planned tech stack migration included refreshed agent CRM. Changes included:
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a.
b.
c.

Reduced complexity and unused functionality
Agent dashboard with improved listing and lead management
Improved SMS notifications.
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Pre-launch feedback sessions with 40 customers.

05

Extensive team training on system changes and customer communication.

06

Launched new site on 6 February 2021.
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Agent CRM Update
For Vertica l a nd Horizonta l differentia tion we em ba rke d on upgra ding the a gency CRM for a better user experience
Features
■ New & better UI
■ Persona lized da shboa rds
■ Upgra ded the technology a rchitecture for better pa ge speeds
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Example applied: BRK’s Agent CRM
07

Customer training on features and promoting usage.
Ongoing customer feedback
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a.
b.
c.

NPS of +17 one week after migration current @ 40
48% promoters with 20% positive comments on the agent CRM.
Only 4% of 207 surveyed customers prefer the old agent CRM and website.
We’re incorporating customer feedback in future updates (e.g. more filtering
on dashboards)

Impact of new CRM:
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a.
b.

100% usage
+76% listing management views and +29% create listing views

Next challenge: Ensuring ongoing feature usage
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Take-aways in a COVID-19 reality:

Champion
customer value:
Tailor customer
experiences:
Co-create the
customer journey:
Data-powered
customer insights:
New uncomfortable
normal:
COVID-19 waves are
the norm, anticipate
ebbs and flows in
revenue and KPIs.

Listen to data about
changing customer
behaviour (ARPU,
volumes, platform
engagement, service
utilisation). Engage
with customers in
surveys and NPS.

Fast adaption of
your solution, team
structures,
marketing, and
commercial models
to meet changing
customer needs.
Iterate based on
customer feedback
and data.

Customise solutions
and delivery by crosssegmentation (e.g.
customer size,
geography, and
behaviour) to hyperlocalise value delivery.
Embrace empathy
and I2I in building
business partnerships
beyond just the sale.

Enshrine customer
focus within your
organisation’s goals,
tracking, and teams.
Your platform will
be the last thing to
cut out of customer
budgets if you
deliver consistent
and superior value.
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Co n t a c t Us
www.buyrentkenya.com
Kenya
Phone +254 703 026 000
Grosvenor Building, 5th
Floor, Suite B, 14 Riverside,
Nairobi, Kenya

